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Class 13

Participating 

• Allow the information and 

experiences to meet you where 

you are in your Divine Feminine 

journey.

• Give Yourself Time to Be 

with the Concepts Presented

• Dismiss Anything Not of 

Your Truth

• Stay Open

Connect to… 

the Divine 

Feminine

Open to Receive

Personal Goddess Creation 

Vessel Intention Activation

• Connect to the Divine Feminine 

Essence and Bring Her Through 

as You Move

• Earth - Physical Realm 

• Water - Emotional Realm

• Air - Mental Realm 

• Fire - Action Realm

• Spirit - Spiritual/Soul Realm

Check-in
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OVERVIEW

• We have activated your Crystalline Womb.  You 
were also given practices to help you talk to your 
womb and communicate with your womb.  (It will 
be important to keep revisiting this information as 
this isn’t something that we always remember to 
do.)

• We have anchored that connection with a first 
blood ceremony to “turn on” your womb 
connection to the elemental forces in a powerful 
way.

• You have begun tracking your cycle.  Just 
checking in with it everyday.

• We have activated your Womb on the Physical 
level.

• We have activated your Womb on the Energetic 
level.

• We have activated your Womb on the 
Mental/Emotional level.

• We have activated your Womb on the Spiritual 
Level.

We also discussed the seasons of your cycle. We now 
want to dive even more deeply into your cycle and 
how to work with it.

The Absolute 
Necessity of 

Offering 
Menstrual Blood 
or other forms of 

physical DNA

“There are Priestesses of Astera
whose bodies 

and minds have been dedicated as 
Temples of 

Memory.  Into these women’s 
bones, flesh, 

and organs, into their very cells, 
their blood, 

are poured historical events and 
knowledge for 

safekeeping.  In these women, 
these Memory 

Keepers, are stored jewels of 
revelation, boons 

for healing  and creation.  Some say 
the true gift of these women is their 
ability to seamlessly 

connect with all Life itself—to read 
the ancient 

records in the tiniest grain of sand, 
in the veins of a leaf, in a 
constellation of stars, or in the 

softness of a kiss upon the lips.  
These Memory Keepers are both 
empty and full as they carry 

wisdom through the ages...”

~Gaia Codex:  Node 444.54.281

There is a hidden 
history of women and 
of our Mother Earth 
that has been mostly 
forgotten.  And it is 
because it has been 
forgotten that people 
no longer revere Life, 
and so our planet is 
slowly dying.  If things 
do not change, human 
beings will also die.

Contained within your female body, and specifically your blood, 
is not only the encoding of your physical DNA and RNA history, 
but also the encoding of your SOUL:  So both physiological 
history and DIVINE SOUL KNOWING, that probably you don’t 
have access to.  REMEMBER…YOU CAME FROM A 
DIFFERENT DIMENSION!  YOU HAVE INFORMATION YOU 
DON’T EVEN KNOW YOU HAVE.

When you place your blood on the ground – no matter how you 
do it – it is an ENCODEMENT!  And if you do it with ceremony 
and intent, all of that is also carried into the ground as well.

When you do this, the Earth Alchemically takes that information 
and uses it.  It’s as if She agrees to work with you.  She uses the 
information  she receives from you to create the environment 
you live in…the most perfect environment for you…the one that 
is the most optimal for your health and well-being.  We can see 
this by the plants she sends to grow in your yard.

On a soul level she also agrees to work with you.  She will begin 
to help you accomplish whatever you desire to accomplish.  All 
the information is there.  

This is always happens when blood and the Earth are mixed, 
whether it be through a sacred offering or a bitter offering as in 
war.  And whatever the intent of the offering, that is what grows.

Does this help you understand what is happening on this 
planet?

This process was 
kept secret for a 
reason…

This system was designed to keep all that lived connected with the 
planet, including humans, thus keeping the planet in balance. 
Humans are the only sentient beings on the planet with conscious 
awareness.  In the early days, and for 14,000 years we lived in 
balance by keeping this system in place. 

Not only that, the earth and the women lived blessed and quiet lives.

But when greed began to rule, and patriarchy became the norm, men 
began to try to exploit the system.  

From that exploitation, a myriad of dark practices sprung, including 
witch burning, blood sacrifice, the total removal of all women’s rights, 
women being owned as property, and the list continues.  

Because of this, the practices were allowed to go underground.
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WE SIMPLY CANNOT ALLOW THIS TO GO ON 
ANY LONGER…

• In order for our planet and 
our species to survive,  we 
simply must begin to restore 
the natural systems to keep 
this planet in balance.

• Offering our DNA in ANY 
form right now is simply 
imperative for our survival.

Our Wild Power is the 
Feminine wanting to be 
known through our individual 
experience.  It’s our personal 
service to the revolution.  Not 
a revolution imposed on us, 
but an organic evolution that 
works through our bodies.

“It’s really not just about us!  
It truly never was!”

Dance and 
Integrate

Questions…

Grounding  - Closing Sacred 
Space

Next Class May 18, 2020 

at 

6 pm Central
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